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Welcome to today’s workshop!

Introduction and Housekeeping



Workshop aims: 

You will: 
• Explore how individual tech – tablets – can be used with junior secondary 

school students to help students use all four language skills (reading, 
writing, speaking and listening) to work collaboratively and respond 
creatively to episodes in prose texts, particularly the class novel;

• Examine examples of how multimodal images are used to help students 
explore issues of contemporary social concern also found in language arts 
texts;

• To explore the use of memes as an expression of contemporary popular 
culture and how they may be used to enable students to respond to social 
issues as well as cater for learner diversity when using language arts texts;

• Evaluate the use of websites and apps introduced by the workshop 
presenters as tools for students to respond to language arts texts; and

• Discuss how the tools, techniques and strategies mentioned above can be 
used in and adapted to their own professional contexts and how 
problematic issues can potentially be overcome.



Overall aims for the English Language Education KLA 
curriculum in ELE KLACG (P1 – S6) (2017)

‘1. To provide every 
student of English with 
further opportunities for 
extending their 
knowledge and 
experience of the cultures 
of other people as well as 
opportunities for 
personal and intellectual 
development, further 
studies, pleasure and 
work in the English 
medium.
From: https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-
development/renewal/ELE/ELE_KLACG_P1-S6_Eng_2017.pdf

2. To enable every 
student to prepare for the 
changing socio-economic 
demands resulting from 
advances in information 
technology, these 
demands include the 
interpretation, use and 
production of materials 
for pleasure, study and 
work in the English 
medium.’
Accessed 17th January, 2019

https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/renewal/ELE/ELE_KLACG_P1-S6_Eng_2017.pdf


From the English Language Education KLA 
curriculum in ELE KLACG (P1 – S6) (2017)

Learning and Teaching
‘Schools are encouraged to enrich English Language 
learning and teaching through: 
• Incorporating the updated Four Key Tasks (i.e., Moral 

and Civic Education: Towards Values Education, 
Reading to Learn: Towards Reading across the 
Curriculum, Project Learning: Towards Integrating and 
Applying Knowledge and Skills across Disciplines and 
Information Technology for Interactive Learning: 
Towards Self-directed Learning)

From: https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/renewal/ELE/ELE_KLACG_P1-S6_Eng_2017.pdf

Accessed 17th January, 2019

https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/renewal/ELE/ELE_KLACG_P1-S6_Eng_2017.pdf


From the English Language Education KLA 
curriculum in ELE KLACG (P1 – S6) (2017) 

Resources

Schools are encouraged to enhance English language 
learning and teaching through:

• utilising a variety of print and non-print resources 
which include quality textbooks, language arts and 
non-fiction materials, electronic materials with 
multimodal features, multimedia resources such as 
videos, e-books, interactive games, application 
software and authentic online resources

From: https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/renewal/ELE/ELE_KLACG_P1-
S6_Eng_2017.pdf

Accessed 17th January, 2019

https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/renewal/ELE/ELE_KLACG_P1-S6_Eng_2017.pdf


Why Language Arts? 
‘Language arts materials help sharpen students’ 
awareness of how language can be used to achieve 
different effects. They offer vivid examples of a 
range of styles, registers and text types at different 
levels of difficulty….are often open to multiple 
interpretations…deal with issues of universal 
significance…Flexible use of e-learning resources can 
effectively help students understand, interpret, 
analyse, appreciate and respond critically to 
language arts materials.’ 
From Supplement to the English Language Education Key Learning Area Curriculum Guide 
(Secondary 1 – 3) 2018

https://edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/kla/eng-
edu/Curriculum%20Document/ELE%20JS%20Supplement%202018.pdf

Accessed: 17th January, 2019

https://edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/kla/eng-edu/Curriculum Document/ELE JS Supplement 2018.pdf


The Mentimeter moment

Please take out your phone or device and go to 
to answer the following questions: 

• Which language arts texts do you and your 
students use in class?

• How do your students feel about language 
arts texts?

• How do your students feel about IT?    

• What sorts of IT do you and your students use 
in class?



Your responses to the Mentimeter
questions

What do the four word clouds formed by your 
responses to the Mentimeter questions tell us? 



What technology do you see in the 
room today? 

You said…?



Let’s get our hands on some tech! 

• Activity 1: Connecting the novel with contemporary 
culture via multimodal images 

• Activity 2: Meme generation to respond to language 
arts texts and social issues

• Activity 3 i: What if…? Group discussions to help 
participants explore how potential challenges in using 
the strategies explored in parts 1 and 2 of the 
workshop may be overcome and how the strategies 
may be disseminated to colleagues

• Activity 3 ii: Using what is already there: websites and 
apps to enhance teaching and learning using language 
arts texts



Activity 1 - Connecting the novel with 
contemporary culture via multimodal 

images 

Reading the lines and reading between the lines: 
using excerpts from the class reader and tablets to 
create still images and captions.

You will be divided into small groups of 3 – 4 and 
each group will use a short extract from a novel as 
the basis for their still image. 
You will read the extract in your group and 
collaborate to carry out Activity 1(see handout 1).
Ben and Tanya will circulate to assist as necessary.



Activity 1

Procedure: In your groups of 3-4, you will form a still 
image or tableau (demonstrated by Tanya and Ben) of a 
scene from Matilda by Roald Dahl. You will then use your 
tablet to take photos of the still image and then write a 
caption to accompany that still image. 

Then you will work in groups to create your own still 
image and use Seesaw to photograph and add captions to 
your still image.

Language foci: most particularly on speaking, listening, 
with writing and reading also included



Theory – practice relationship

Gee and Hayes (2011) argue that digital media is a  
powerful force because it can ‘power up’ language, 
granting it new abilities. Images (moving or still) 
reinforce text and vice versa and for learners this is 
an undeniably rich context, granting them greater 
opportunities and more diverse ways to 
communicate.

Gee, J.P. and Hayes, E. R. (2011). Language and 
Learning in the Digital Age. New York: Routledge



Nano reflection on Activity 1

• How did the use of tech enhance the learning 
experience?

• How could you introduce this activity in your 
own literacy classroom?

• What challenges might you face?



Activity 2: Meme generation to respond 
to language arts texts and social issues

Pre-task:  Bringing classic texts into the modern day. 

• Imagine authors like Roald Dahl, Charles Dickens or George Orwell were living 
in 21st Century Hong Kong, what would they be writing about? 

What medium would they be using? Would they still be writing novels?  



Activity 2

• Today, authors have a variety of mediums to get their 
social messages to their intended audience. 

• Many of these are multimodal – posters / banners / 
instant messages / movies / short films / infographics.

• A common and popular medium is the meme.
• Memes are

– 1) an element of a culture or system of behaviour 
passed from one individual to another by imitation or 
other non-genetic means.

– 2) an image, video, piece of text, etc., typically 
humorous in nature, that is copied and spread rapidly 
by Internet users, often with slight variations.



Activity 2

Main task: Think about a social issue in Hong Kong
How might you present this as a meme?
• Select an appropriate image / GIF.
• Add text that shows the interplay between the image 

and the issue and helps express your message.

• Create the meme using 

• Save to your device and upload to the class Seesaw. 
• Now write a short text about your social issue and 

what you hope others can learn about the issue. 
– Our social issue is… I hope people…

.



Activity 2

• Post-task 
– Read each other’s memes and write or record a 

comment expressing what you think the memes 
intended to show you. 

– Memes should be understandable to the target 
audience but are often open to multiple 
interpretations. 

– Look at your classmates’ memes. Write what you 
think the meme means as a comment.
• ‘I think the meme…’

– Read your classmates’ comments. Were they correct? 
What does this say about your meme? 



Challenges and Opportunities 
(from the English Language Education KLA curriculum in ELE KLACG (P1 –

S6) (2017))

‘ …leveraging information technology to facilitate e-learning, develop 
new literacy skills, enhance collaboration and interaction inside and 
outside the classroom, build learning networks, motivate self-directed 
learning to prepare students better for the challenges in the rapidly 
changing digital world, as well as promoting information literacy to 
equip students with the ability and attitude for effective and ethical 
use of information

…strengthening values education through the use of a wide array of 
learning and teaching resources which provide contexts for students to 
explore a wealth of value-laden issues and stimuli for critical and 
imaginative responses’  pp7-8

From: https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-
development/renewal/ELE/ELE_KLACG_P1-S6_Eng_2017.pdf
Accessed 17th January, 2019

https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/renewal/ELE/ELE_KLACG_P1-S6_Eng_2017.pdf


Nano reflection on Activity 2

• How did the use of technology enhance the 
learning experience?

• How could you introduce this activity in your 
own literacy classroom?

• What challenges might you face?



Activity 3 – What if…? Group discussions
The Fourth Key Task in the updated ELE KLACG 2017 
relates to Information Technology for Interactive 
Learning: Towards Self-directed Learning.

• You will be divided into small groups of 3. Each group 
will examine how potential challenges in using the 
strategies explored in parts 1 and 2 of the workshop 
may be overcome and how the strategies may be 
disseminated to colleagues.

• Please get ready to report these to the whole group 
in a plenary discussion.

Ben and Tanya will circulate to assist and support as 
necessary, so please feel free to call us over if necessary. 



Theory – practice relationship

The introduction of new technology into 
language learning can be good, but 
manufacturers sometimes exaggerate the 
benefits for language learning, which creates 
‘hype’ or false hope, about the technology.  
Gartner, Inc researched the adoption of new 
technologies and developed a graphical 
representation of the typical product life cycle 
called ‘Gartner’s Hype Cycle’.



The Hype Cycle 
Adapted from:



Activity 3 ii

• Using what is already there: websites and 
apps to enhance teaching and learning using 
language arts texts

• You will work in small groups of 3. 

• In your group, you will explore the use of 
around 3 - 4 of the apps pre-loaded onto the 
tablet. Each group will then use and evaluate 
the apps in terms of their potential usefulness.



Brief reflection on Activity 3 ii 

• How did the use of technology enhance the 
learning experience?

• How could you introduce this activity in your 
own literacy classroom?

• What challenges might you face?



Using suggested websites/apps
• Meme generator website

You use this to add captions to a large variety of well-
established pictures. Users can also use the tool to create 
posters, banners and advertisements.

• Heads Up!  - a flash card style app that folds in games like 
Charades and Who Am I. Useful for enhancing speaking 
fluency.

• FluentU - this huge and growing database of resources is 
useful for learners of all abilities. Users watch videos and 
then answer quizzes. There are several types of exercises, 
like multiple choice, listening and writing exercises. The 
exercises give users the choice of solving the exercises in a 
different context.



Using suggested websites/apps
• Plickers - a tool that can be used for quick assessment 

and review. For example, students could complete a 
story review by posting multiple choice questions 
about whole class stories/novels they have read.

• Memrise - useful for learning English vocabulary. Users 
‘grow’ and ‘water’ their vocabulary as well as use and 
create ‘mems’ to create connections between a word 
and its meaning(s). 

• Pixton - a very comprehensive comic and storyboard 
creator. You could ask students to create a comic 
illustrating an oral story, describe individual comic 
frames and discuss the correct order for the comic 
frames. Many other activities are possible to enable 
students to practise other language skills. 

• Mematic - use this to add captions to their stock of 
photos or your own photos. 



Food for thought beyond this workshop

‘…too much emphasis is often given to looking 
at the technology behind digital learning. It is 
not the technology, but the pedagogy that 
makes digital learning interesting to us as 
educators and to teachers and learners who are 
trying to achieve the most successful outcomes.’

Carrier and Nye, 2017



Questions

How to move to the ‘plateau of productivity’?

Please feel free to ask other questions.
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